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Guenter B Risse, New medical challenges
during the Scottish Enlightenment, Wellcome
Series in the History of Medicine, Clio Medica
78, Amsterdam and New York, Rodopi,
2005, pp. vi, 386, d80.00, $108.00 (hardback
90-420-1814-3).
For those who research the history of
eighteenth-century Scottish medicine, the name
of Guenter Risse will be quite familiar. Not only
is his Hospital life in Enlightenment Scotland
(1986) a standard text on the subject, his
numerousarticlesandbookchaptershavehelped
a generation of scholars gain insight into the
theories and practices that guided physicians
who lived in Enlightenment Europe. Stretching
back to his 1971 doctoral thesis on Brunonian-
ism in Germany, his research has consistently
cast the historical spotlight on the experiences,
both of physicians and patients, which collec-
tively shaped the development of clinical med-
icine. A diligent denizen of archival collections,
his publications are well-researched and his
methods invariably incorporate recent historio-
graphic trends in both social and intellectual
history.
Scholars familiar with Risse’s previous pub-
lications, and those new to his work, will be
happytohearthathehasnotlostanyofhissteam
in New medical challenges. As indicated in its
succinct, yet informative, introduction, the book
covers three broad themes: institutional history,
studies of select aspects of health and disease,
and the interaction between medical theory and
practice. As with his earlier work, Risse
concentrates on primary sources related to
Edinburgh’s Royal Infirmary; but he also
expands his focus to include other medical
spaces such as student clubs and the public
sphere of eighteenth-century publishing.
Although the book covers several complex
topics,itiswritten inanaccessible manner.Each
chapter begins with a helpful abstract and key
terms are defined throughout.
The first three chapters focus on the motiva-
tions, medical or personal, that guided those
affiliated with Edinburgh’s Royal Infirmary and
the city’s student-led Royal Medical Society.
Risse argues that the ‘‘charitable impulse’’ that
sustained the Royal Infirmary was sparked by
the moral, social and political concerns of both
the donors who opened their pocket books and
the physicians who walked its wards. His work
on the Royal Medical Society investigates how
debate and disagreement from the 1770s to circa
1800 shaped the way that the Society viewed
itself and the way that it wanted to be viewed by
the public at large. In particular, he shows that
experiments and case studies cited in student
papers were often accepted or rejected on the
basis of an assortment of variables, including
whether the evidence resonated with the ideas
promoted by followers of John Brown (‘‘Bru-
nonians’’)orWilliamCullen(‘‘Cullenians’’).He
also traces these divisions into a highly infor-
mative reconstruction of a legal case in which
the Society members sought to prevent a local
printer from publishing summaries of their
proceedings in the Edinburgh Evening Post.I n
the end, freedom of speech prevailed over the
Society’s attempt to silence the paper.
The next three chapters address the ecology of
eighteenth-century disease. As Risse explains,
environmental factors played aprominent role in
theories regarding the restoration or deteriora-
tion of health. This belief stretched all the way
back to Hippocrates and, during the Enlighten-
ment, it was recalibrated into what historians
havecalled‘‘neo-humoralism’’,thatis,thebelief
that the fluids of the body needed to be balanced
via the regulation of hard and soft tissues. After
devoting a chapter to explicating Edinburgh’s
version of neo-humoralism, Risse devotes two
chapters to the agricultural, industrial and
medical factors that shaped the diagnostic and
therapeutic approaches to ‘‘ague’’ (malaria)
and ‘‘mill reek’’ (lead poisoning). Following
on from the therapeutic issues raised by these
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three chapters unpack the attempts made by
physicians and students to connect medical
theory with medical practice (and vice versa).
Drawing from a range of sources, especially
manuscript casebooks and lecture notes, Risse
uses phthisis (consumption), menstrual irregu-
larities and hysteria (mental illness) to show that
clinicaltraininginEdinburghwasanempirically
guided enterprise in which the theoretical con-
structs of health were sometimes frustratingly
disconnected with the reality of the diseases
encountered by physicians in medical practice.
Overall, each chapter contains enlightening
insights and references to archival sources that
have hitherto remained neglected by historians.
Fortheseandothergoodies,onewillneedtoread
the book for oneself. Indeed, in the face of such
impressive scholarship, I hesitate to raise any
significant criticisms. There are, however, a few
drawbacksthatneedtobementioned.Thosewell
versedinmedicineaspractisedinEnlightenment
Scotland will no doubt find several of the
chapters’ introductorysectionsabitlongwinded.
Additionally scholars interested in the history
of medical chemistry will also wonder why
Risse sidelines the impact that experimental
pharmacology had upon the medical theories
that guided the physicians in the Royal
Infirmary. Conversely, neophyte readers,
especially students, will fail to appreciate the
blow by blow accounts that are sometimes
given for the medical and social factors that
influenced the interpretation of a given disease.
But, bearing these minor blemishes in mind, my
advice is to skip over them as required. Because,
upon final assessment, New medical challenges
is a real gem. It is an outstanding piece of
scholarship that will need to be read by
anyone seeking to research what Edinburgh’s
professors were actually teaching their
students—especially since so many of the
university’s graduates went on to practise and
teach medicine in Britain, Europe, America,
Africa and India.
M D Eddy,
Durham University
Helen M Dingwall,‘ A famous and flourish-
ing society’: the history of the Royal College of
Surgeons of Edinburgh 1505–2005, Edinburgh
University Press, 2005, pp. xxiii, 336, illus.,
£25.00 (hardback 0-7486-1567-9).
In 2005 the Royal College of Surgeons of
Edinburgh celebrated its quincentenary. There is
much to be said for taking this as an opportunity
to recount the College’s history. Quite apart
from celebrating the institution’s longevity,
there is a deeper historical interest in under-
standing how it has survived, and how it has
responded and adapted to changing circum-
stances and an evolving cultural context. Helen
Dingwall tells that story in a way that will
interest and entertain medical historians and the
Fellows and Members of the present-day
College alike.
Central to the College’s history is its changing
role in the evolving medical economy. The
College began life as a trade incorporation,
founded to secure and protect the rights and
privileges of its members within the complex
occupational and political structures of renais-
sance Edinburgh. By the eighteenth century, as
skill in surgery became an increasingly saleable
commodity in a burgeoning market economy,
the Incorporation had begun to take on an
additional educational and examining role,
earning a healthy income from the pedagogical
reputation of its members and the prestige of its
diplomas. By the mid-twentieth century, as
medical teaching came tobe monopolized by the
universities and medical practice by the state, so
the College consolidated its activities around the
administration of higher examinations,
controlling access to consultant status within an
increasingly hierarchical health care system.
The story of how the College achieved that
transformation while maintaining its continuity
ofidentityandtraditionisahugelycomplexone.
The surgeons had constantly to negotiate and
redefine their role in relation to many other
institutions that made up its social and political
environment. Initially, these were mostly local,
including the Town Council, the Royal College
of Physicians of Edinburgh, the University and
the Royal Infirmary. Engagement with national
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the Crown—was more sporadic, but became
increasingly frequent with the growth of state
regulation and state provision of medical care
from the nineteenth century onwards. These
institutional interactions were further compli-
cated by a host of other contextual factors with
which the College had to contend, including the
impact of major wars, the incursion of women
into the medical profession and—most
importantly—the enormous change in the
technical capabilities of surgery over the past
five centuries.
Given these many and diverse strands to the
College’s history, the deftest of storytellers
would struggle to weave them all into a seamless
whole. Dingwall opts for a broad five-part
periodization, spanning the early years of the
Incorporation to 1581, its consolidation to 1726,
the growth of commercial medical education to
1830, the period of medical reform up to the
establishment of the NHS in 1948, and the
globalization of medicine since the Second
World War. Within this framework, she occa-
sionally gestures towards a unifying view of the
College as a participant in an expanding
Habermasian public sphere, but the idea is
scarcely developed and does little to resolve the
rather episodic nature of her story. Other his-
torical processes such as specialization and
professionalization remain unexamined,
invoked merely as a shorthand for describing
otherwise unexplained events. Meanwhile, cer-
tain aspects of the College’s history—its role in
public health reform, for instance, or the growth
of its museum collections—are simply tacked on
to the end of larger chronological chapters rather
than integrated into the narrative. Consequently,
the overall result is often somewhat disjointed
and piecemeal, despite Dingwall’s clear appre-
ciation of the need for a more integrated
evolutionary vision.
That said, there is much here for which
medical historians should be grateful. Dingwall
has made a deliberate and sustained attempt to
move beyond the merely celebratory genre to
which so many institutional histories belong.
Her attention to the economics of institutional
survival, and to the politics of professional
self-interest as much as public service, are par-
ticularly to be welcomed. Likewise, her careful
accounting of the College’s struggles for control
over surgical practice and medical education
help to illuminate the development of medicine
not just in Edinburgh but more widely. The book
itself is beautifully produced and copiously
illustrated, and the subscribers whose names are
recorded in the opening pages can take pride in
having supported a valuable historical study as
well as a handsome testament to their College’s
continuing vitality.
Steve Sturdy,
University of Edinburgh
Asa Briggs, A history of the Royal College of
Physicians of London, vol. 4, 1948–1983,
Oxford University Press, 2005, pp. xii, 486,
illus., £60.00 (hardback 0-19-925334-X).
The writing of institutional histories is a
notorious poisoned chalice. The unfortunate
author is caught in a no-win situation between
the Scylla and Charybdis of the expectations of
the eminent Members and Fellows and those of
academic historians about what constitutes an
effective historical treatment. Briggs, as one
would expect with his experience and talents,
makes a good stab at a readable history (and it is
actually possible to read this book all the way
through—quite an achievement in itself given
the subject matter). However, Briggs is no
medical historian and has not attempted to read
himselfintothe literature veryfar,apartfromthe
standard historiography on the NHS (although
there is no Rudolf Klein, no Nicholas Timmins,
no Michael Foot and no Bernard Harris). This
means that, while the Comitia might be happy
with this volume, which is much less full of dry
and dusty administrative details than its prede-
cessors by George Clark and Alexander Cooke,
it is very unlikely to satisfy any academics.
Briggs’s attempts to associate this work with
academic conventions notwithstanding (see
bottom of p. 1373), it addresses none of the key
themes in the history of twentieth-century
medicine that occupy the academic history of
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has gone for readability, it is also of limited use
as a reference work (the one great strength of
those earlier impenetrable volumes).
The other main problem with institutional
history is what to write about. The RCPL is
amedicalexaminingbody,butitisalsothevoice
of the metropolitan medical elite and thus carries
great weight within medicine and has some
policy influence. Briggs does not examine the
social/professional/epistemological basis/bases
of College power or how it was maintained. He
notes the clinical bias but does not comment on
the College’s position(s) on the relationship
between clinic and laboratory. He notes (in the
case of George Godber) the interpenetration of
government by Members and Fellows, but
fails to explore adequately the ramifications of
this point. Briggs organizes his material in
two ways: specific broad contextual themes
(for example, the NHS 1946–68 and 1968–84,
‘Smoking and health’, although in this last
there are no references to the work of Virginia
Berridge), and catch-all general chapters like
‘Five Presidents’ or ‘Munk’s Roll’. These
latter are entertaining and methodologically
justifiable as prosopography, but are rather
anecdotal and break up the flow of the narrative.
In the former, Briggs seems to err too much
on the side of general context of medical
politics, rather than focusing on the role of
the College. One can sometimes forget one
is reading a history of the College at all, so
infrequently is it mentioned. Briggs is cleverly
insightful in choosing to dedicate a chapter
to ‘‘communicating’’, although, again there
is little acknowledgement of the existing
secondary literature (Anne Karpf, Virginia
Berridge, Kelly Loughlin, etc.).
In general there is a frustrating lack of refer-
ences for large swathes of text, and a concerning
tendency to cite the President’s annual addresses
ratherthandetailedminutesofthecouncilandits
committees.Surelythelatterprovideabetterway
into the day-to-day concerns of such an institu-
tion. However, once again these criticisms
reflect Briggs’s compromises on the book he
has chosen to write: it is for the Members and
Fellows and not academic historians.
Briggs’s best chapter is perhaps that on the
College’s core activity: examining, training,
educating. However, here, because of his lack of
familiarity with the medical history literature,
Briggs,ratherironically,givenhisover-attention
to contextualization elsewhere, does not ade-
quately explain how and why the Colleges
developed greater roles in postgraduate medical
education and examination. Most obviously
lacking is any discussion of the centrality of the
Goodenough Report to the evolution of British
medical education, and the way it was syn-
chronized with the new NHS to produce a
regional educational structure for academic
medicine based around the local intellectual
powerhouses of universities and university
hospitals. There is also no adequate exploration
of the way the Colleges responded to speciali-
zation. This is dealt with in the literature on
postgraduate medical education in the UK, and
insome ofthe more recent historiesof UK Royal
Colleges. However, there is little evidence in the
footnotes that Briggs has read anything about
non-London Colleges, and they are certainly
exceedingly rarely mentioned and never in any
detail. This lack of a comparative perspective is
disappointing, but will probably not unduly
trouble his core audience.
Briggs’s book, then, falls between two stools.
Such are the perils and potential pitfalls of
institutional history; but then Briggs should
know that as he has written a well-received
history of the BBC, another pillar of the insti-
tutional establishment. Could it be that being
a famous, readable, popular historian is not the
best qualification for writing the history of
medical institutions?
Andrew Hull,
University of Wales Swansea
Esteban Rodríguez Oca~ na, Salud p  ublica en
Espa~ na. Ciencia, profesión y política, siglos
XVIII–XX, Universidad de Granada, 2005,
pp. 258, d17.00 (paperback 84-338-3627-7).
During the last decades, there have been
many important studies addressing from various
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Spain. The work of Esteban Rodrı ´guez Oca~ na is
without doubt a strong reference point within
this historiographic trend because of the number
and quality of his contributions, but also because
of his ability to suggest a particular approach to
health problems from a historical viewpoint.
This book contains nine of his most significant
publications (the first published in 1986, the last
in 2001) on relevant, complementary issues of
public health in Spain. These papers have been
re-published with no amendments, exactly as
they originally appeared; however, their selec-
tion itself and their grouping in three sections
results in an end product that reaches well
beyond the usefulness of making easily acces-
sible in a single volume previously widely
scattered material. It provides the whole with
internal consistency (a solid research line
developedoveranumberofyears),whichallows
the recognition of a global contribution sum-
marizing a major portion of the history of public
health in contemporary Spain.
The first part is devoted to the creation of the
Spanish health care administration. The initial
paper—the only one to discuss the eighteenth
century—examines the set-up and operation of
the Junta Suprema de Sanidad (Supreme Health
Care Board) and local, provincial, and harbour-
related Juntas de Sanidad (Health Care Boards),
whose main goal was to defend or ‘‘protect’’ the
health of citizens against the threat of potentially
catastrophic diseases such as the plague, which
might have reached the French Mediterranean.
This overall discussion of Spanish health care
administration during the eighteenth century
represents a major contribution to pre-liberal,
Bourbon health care. The remaining papers deal
with the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The
article on the Instituto de Higiene Urbana de
Barcelona and the statistical work developed
therein by Luis Comenge discusses the impli-
cations and limits of health care practices as
linked to local institutions. The next two studies
included in this first part address on the one hand
the state organization of health care and its legal,
doctrinal framework in early twentieth-century
Spain, and, on the other, the significance of
international links. In the latter case, the
discussion of the role of the Rockefeller Foun-
dation represents, in my opinion, an outstanding
contribution, as it provides a novel—and
essential—perspective for an understanding of
the constitutive process of public health in the
Spain of the 1920s.
The second part, entitled ‘A discipline for
capitalist development’,includestwopapersthat
study the way in which discourses and proposals
developed from a public medicine and health
perspective may legitimize state power and even
become decisive factors in the financial and
cultural functioning of contemporary societies.
Industrial hygiene and urban hygiene are the
topics sensibly selected and discussed by
Rodrı ´guez Oca~ na to illustrate this role of health
care in the rulemaking processes within the
framework of industrialization.
Finally, the third part includes three papers
that discuss the acquisition of both the techni-
ques and modalities adopted by contemporary
public health: statistics, surveys, and health-care
campaigns. These are specific case studies
which, by addressing the constitutive process of
a technical core for public health defined as a
scientific discipline, reveal the development of a
sanitarian technology that, not surprisingly,
would lead to the emergence of experts in the
study of health problems, considered collec-
tivelyratherthanindividually,withakeendesire
to improve the health of the population.
In summary, this is an interesting book that,
despite its fragmented origin, does provide an
overview ofSpain’s contemporarypublichealth.
Rafael Huertas,
CSIC, Madrid
Marie-France Vouilloz-Burnier and
Vincent Barras, De l'hospice au réseau santé:
santé publique et syst  emes hospitaliers valaisans
XIX
e–XX
e si  ecles, Sierre, Editions
Monographic, 2004, pp. 441, illus., d32.00
(paperback 2-88341-109-3).
Published at the instigation of the Valais
public health service, De l'hospice au réseau
santé has all the merits and shortcomings of
a local monograph. Its use of archival sources is
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on ‘‘rhabilleurs’’ (bonesetters), ‘‘m  eges’’ (char-
latans) and other healers using dormouse oil, fox
fat or chamois suet, make this a truly valuable
contribution to the study of health care in that
small part of rural, mountainous Europe (63,000
inhabitantsatthedawnofthenineteenthcentury,
250,000 today). On the other hand, written by
and for the Valaisan people, this commissioned
work disregards mainstream medico-social his-
tory (not a word about AIDS), opting rather for
the disjointedness of an impressionistic narra-
tive. Abandoned children, begging, midwives,
friendly societies: the book is a mine of
information, but the absence of a thoughtful
introduction to more subtle concepts such as
‘‘bourgeoisie’’ applied to hospital management
(certain hospitals took in only poor bourgeois,
others only non-bourgeois) is all the more
regrettable.
The work is almost two books in one. Under
the somewhat generous title of ‘A history of
public health’, there is a short study (of about
100 pages) of health legislation and the attri-
butions of the Conseil de santé (1807). This is
followed by over 250 pages describing hospital
provision and, more precisely, the painful
transformation of the (non-medicalized)
hospital-asylum into an institution administering
care. The main value of the book is its evocation
of a sort of ancien régime of care lasting until
the 1960s. Although assistance for the sick was
the responsiblity of the localities, the canton’s
hospital system was simply a loosely connected
stringofwidelydifferinginstitutions—religious,
communal, or initiated by a particular doctor—
like island communities without a core. Until the
period between the two world wars, Martigny
took in the elderly in exchange for a fee and
participation in the maintenance work. Another
curiosity was the rotation of local practitioners,
who took turns to be the hospital doctor for one-
year periods. In short, vagaries and diversity are
apparent everywhere: Saint-Maurice treated
foreigners who were passing through; Brigue
and Martigny accommodated and fed them only
incasesofextremenecessity;Monthey,intended
for curable patients, nevertheless refused
admittance to anyone with venereal disease, or
the mentally ill or contagious; Bains de Lo  eche
demanded a certificate of indigence as well as
one of good conduct signed by the local priest or
clergyman. The anti-centralization tendencies
were so strong that the 1858 project for a can-
tonal hospital open to any Valaisian citizen,
regardless of their commune of origin, was
permanently blocked. And the state? It was
totally absent here. The booming postwar
economy pushed the fragmentation even further.
For example, Brigue and Vi  ege, only six miles
apart,engagedinafierceracetobuildnewwards
rather than splitting up specialities between the
two sites. Overtaken by delusions of grandeur,
the thirteen districts of the Valais thus joyously
conducted thirteen separate hospital policies
until the creation of the Re ´seau sante ´ Valais
in 2002.
Indifference and disorder reigned throughout
public health as a whole. The only period looked
on kindly by the authors in the history of what
was to become a Swiss canton (1815), is that of
the Napoleonic years, when the Valais was first
an independent Republic (1802–7), then the
French department of Simplon (1810–13). Pro-
pagation of the smallpox vaccine, reform of the
hospital accounting system, inquiry on the
populations’ health: order and Napoleonic rule
contrasted sharply with the subsequent laissez-
faire attitude. In fact, the entire book could be
read as a lament for impossible centralization.
The authors’ sympathy clearly lies with those
liberal, progressive doctors in the early nine-
teenth century, Hyacinthe Grillet and Maurice
Claivaz, who, by constantly publishing advice
on the preservation of health and advocating the
development of education (‘‘that of girls in
particular’’), followed in the footsteps of the
Enlightenment.
None the less, disease prevention turned into a
‘‘lost cause’’, starting with the illegal practice of
medicine. The Valais, ‘‘pledged to its religious
principles’’, closed and backward, was in this
respect the laughing stock of neighbouring
cantons. Critics ‘‘singled out’’ its apathy in
combating epidemics (no measure was taken in
1830 against cholera, from which the canton
believed itself protected by its pure mountain
air), the lack of rigour of its medical exams
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‘‘real joke’’), and its strange insouciance
regarding tuberculosis even though it had the
highest mortality rate in the Confederation (18.6
per thousand in 1928, against the Swiss average
of 13.5 per thousand). The most critical flaws
were ethno-cultural antagonisms between the
Upper and the Lower Valais, quarrels between
neighbouring villages, rivalries between reli-
gious congregations. A cantonal public health
service was created in 1917, but we are told that
the doctor’s post was ‘‘highly exposed’’ to
endless criticisms. Consequently, a Federation
of Anti-Tuberculosis Leagues was established
only in 1931, a canton sanatorium in 1941 and a
nursing school in 1944. The gradual seculari-
zation of health care was not initiated until 1960.
Intense provincialism, government inactivity,
and balkanization: are these features peculiar to
the Suisse romande? The authors refer mock-
ingly to the 1961 law as ‘‘the first health law of
the xx
th century’’. Why not look further afield
than their homeland, at France for instance,
where the flimsy public health structure was also
falling apart. Apparently for a young Valaisanne
to study midwifery in Lausanne, Berne or Saint-
Gall in the 1920s was to ‘‘exile herself’’. But
narrowness of horizons is the most common
thinginthe world, notunlikefeelings ofhostility
towardsgeneral practitioners, orthe ‘‘head inthe
sand’’ approach to social scourges (tuberculosis
or syphilis) that it was hoped could be cured
without their being recognized. What appears to
be peculiar to the Valais is the excessive
importance given to private initiative, above all
denominational. It seems unbelievable that it
was necessary to wait until 1945 for the school
medical service created in 1907 to be equipped
with an X-ray machine, thanks to private funds.
As for the rest—the deep and fatal apathy of
public opinion, the protracted ineffectiveness of
governments—evidence suggests that Alpine
Europeasawholewashardlytheposterchildfor
prevention. Accordingly, the absence of a
comparative dimension is felt all the more
strongly.
Lion Murard,
CERMES, Paris
Stephanie J Snow, Operations without pain:
the practice and science of anaesthesia in
Victorian Britain, Science, Technology and
Medicine in Modern History, Basingstoke,
Palgrave Macmillan, 2006, pp. xii, 271, £50.00
(hardback 1-4039-3445-2).
As Stephanie Snow reminds us in the intro-
duction to her excellent first book, anaesthesia
has since the mid-nineteenth century widely
been seen as ‘‘the most powerful example of
medicine’s capacity to transform human
experiences of suffering and pain’’ (p. 2). Per-
haps, then, it is not surprising that the historio-
graphy of anaesthesia is one of the last outposts
of unreconstructed medical triumphalism. Titles
such as Milestones in anesthesia and The battle
for oblivion reflect a general unwillingness
amongst writers on this subject (frequently
senior or retired anaesthetists themselves—plus
ça change) to go beyond an uncritically deter-
ministic narrative, in which the adoption of
anaesthetics in Britain after Robert Liston’s
demonstration of ether in December 1846 was
rapid, universal and historically inevitable.
Operations without pain is both a magnifi-
cently acute corrective to this outdated
corpus and a fascinating, original piece of his-
torical analysis in its own right. Snow breaks
down the traditional celebratory story to give a
richer and more subtle account of the intro-
duction and dissemination of anaesthetic
theories and techniques, drawing on John
Pickstone’s work on the shift from biographical
to scientific models of medicine. By exploring
the writing of Humphry Davy, Thomas Beddoes
and other Enlightenment experimentalists she
gives British anaesthesia a substantial prehis-
tory, based around a compelling demonstration
of the ‘‘dissociation of sensibility’’ (noted by T S
Eliot in a different context) that enabled early
nineteenth-century physicians to conceive of life
without (apparent) nervous irritability, and
hence to imagine the possibility of inducing
controlled, reversible anaesthesia.
Snow divides the six decades between
Liston’s demonstration and the end of the
century into two broad and overlapping periods.
Betweenthelate1840sandtheearly1860severy
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practical applicability, safety and ethics—was
widely debated in medical, public and govern-
mental circles. From the early 1860s anaesthetic
techniques were a generally accepted, but
certainly not unproblematic, part of
medicine, surgery and dentistry, and by 1900 the
practices and structures of anaesthesia as
a medical speciality were firmly established in
Britain. Public views of anaesthesia, however,
were not so straightforward. Snow identifies a
widespread‘‘fearofunconsciousness’’inthelate
nineteenthcentury:inclumsyormalicioushands
chloroform might result in robbery, kidnapping,
‘‘violation’’, a loss of proper self-control or even
death. Such fears informed a more selective
attitude in submitting to anaesthesia than the
casual observer of this period might at first
imagine.
For this reader the most fascinating part of
Snow’s book is an analysis, taken from her
doctoral research, of almost 4,500 anaesthetics
from the casebooks of Dr John Snow, backed up
with case reports from several large London
hospitals. John Snow’s self-confessedly scien-
tific attitude to anaesthetics is contrasted with
James Young Simpson’s more traditional
biographical approach to show that, contrary to
received wisdom, ‘‘scientific medicine’’ before
1860 was as much a determinant of practice as it
was a rhetorical strategy.
Snow’s prose is lucid and expressive, her
theses insightful, her conclusions illuminating
and well supported. Though neither dental nor
military anaesthesia here receive the attention
they merit, this is less an omission and more a
call to further research in these fields. This book
deserves to become both a standard reference
work for students of Victorian medicine and a
template for future workers in this field. If
Operations without pain receives the
perceptive readership it demands we may expect
to witness the beginning of a rewarding new era
in the historiography of anaesthesia.
Richard Barnett,
The Wellcome Centre for the History
of Medicine at UCL
W D A Smith, Henry Hill Hickman
Sheffield, History of Anaesthesia Society, 2005,
pp. 80, illus., £10.00þp&p (paperback
0-901100-59-5). Orders to: Dr Adrian Padfield,
351 Fulwood Road, Sheffield S10 3BQ.
What prompted the Shropshire surgeon,
Henry Hill Hickman, to carry out a series
of animal experiments on suspended animation
around 1823? For decades this question has
puzzled those interested in the history of
anaesthesia and indeed has contributed to the
curious pre-history of anaesthesia in which the
experiments of men such as Humphry Davy,
Crawford Long, Horace Wells and, of course,
Hickman, hang as shadows on the landscape.
Hickman experimented at a time when
understandings of asphyxia were changing.
Once understood as an absolute, death began
to be conceived as a process during the
eighteenth century and medical research began
to focus on resuscitation and the various
techniques that could restore life in a body
with no pulse or respiration. Thus Hickman
knew suspended animation as a form of
asphyxia; a state in which respiration had
been suspended but life still existed—hence
his use of bellows during a seventeen minute
amputation of the leg of a dog. It is clear
too that Hickman had absorbed the new con-
figurations of the nervous system which
emerged from the work of Charles Bell in
Britain and Franc ¸ois Magendie in France in the
1810s and which supported a separation in
the functions of mind and body. Hickman
predicated his experiments on the belief that if
applied to humans, the key benefit would be
the suspension of the mind of the patient
and thus the absence of anticipation of suf-
fering, as well as the relief of physical pain.
Hickman’s use of the new anatomy and
physiology in his quest to alleviate surgical
pain makes him pivotal in the wider history of
anaesthesia. Writers have often pondered on
the apparently inexplicable fact that Humphry
Davy’s 1790s research into nitrous oxide did
not lead to the development of inhalation
anaesthesia. But Davy’s conception of the
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that it was impossible to disassociate sensi-
bility from the living principles of the body
without adverse consequences. Hickman gave
credence to a physiological state in which
consciousness was suspended but respiration
and circulation continued. It marks a notable
shift in understanding. The radical nature of
the experiments is underlined by the criticism
Hickman received in 1824 and later, in 1828,
when he attempted to promote the technique to
Charles X and the Paris medical community.
His early death in 1830 caused both his name
and work to fade from view until the early
twentieth century, despite attempts by Thomas
Dudley and Hickman’s wife, Eliza, to win him
recognition in the 1840s.
This slim volume does not pursue the deeper
historical significance of Hickman’s experi-
ments but it does comprehensively chart
everything known about his life and family to
date, and reproduces correspondence and
extracts from his pamphlets. It forms just a
small part of a larger manuscript that was in
preparation by W D A Smith at the time of his
death in 2002. Fellow members of the History
of Anaesthesia Society used Smith’s material
to create this book as a way of paying tribute
to ‘‘his lifetime devotion to anaesthesia and
pain-relief’’. They have served him well.
Historians of anaesthesia will be enthusiastic
about this book; it may also stimulate further
research on the wider questions surrounding
Hickman’s work.
Stephanie J Snow,
Centre for the History of Science, Technology
& Medicine,
University of Manchester
Henry Guly, A history of accident and
emergency medicine, 1948–2004, Basingstoke,
Palgrave Macmillan, 2005, pp. xviii, 183,
£45.00 (hardback 1-4039-4715-5).
A history of accident and emergency medicine,
1948–2004 traces the development in the UK of
that specialty. ‘‘A&E is a curious specialty’’ in
that whilst most specialties originated out of
increasingsub-specialization,A&Ewasbornout
of the need to provide immediate and broad
coverage of acute disease and injury in all body
systems (p. xii). The author, Dr Henry Guly, has
been, over the last three decades, a central figure
in this developing area of health care, having
held a consultancy in A&E since 1983. Drawing
on the archives ofthe RoyalColleges, the British
Association for Emergency Medicine, and other
involved bodies—and on his own participation
in and considerable personal knowledge of
events—he meticulously documents the strug-
gles within the NHS, with other specialties, and
within the specialty itself, which gave rise to
A&E as a medical specialty and the A&E as a
health care institution.
Guly begins by reviewing the state of casualty
services between the 1948 founding of the NHS
and the Platt report of 1962. The Report of the
Standing Medical Advisory Committee on Acci-
dent and Emergency Services by Sir Harry Platt
is cited as the crucial point at which ‘‘casualty’’
services began to be reconfigured around a
more specific concept of ‘‘accident and emer-
gency’’. In the 1950s, postings in casualty
departments were unpopular, and staffing was
through rotas of attending GPs, house surgeons,
and casualty officers with joint appointments in
other specialties. Throughout the 1960s, ortho-
paedic surgery, general surgery and anaesthesia
vied, often quite robustly, for leadership in this
area of health care. However, in 1966, Senior
Casualty Officers formed the Casualty Surgeons
Association (now the British Association for
Emergency Medicine). Familiar with the reality
of the A&E, where care involved not only
trauma but medical, paediatric, psychiatric and
social problems, Senior Casualty Officers
recognized that such work required specialist
expertise not encompassed by any one of the
traditional specialties. They lobbied for the
creation of A&E positions within hospitals at the
consultant level. Between 1971 and 2001, A&E
became the fastest growing specialty in the UK,
with consultant positions increasing from an
initial 32 to just under 500. However, the battle
for control of the specialty by its own members
was a long one. Though Edinburgh established
an FRCS in A&E in 1981 and, in England, a
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was established in 1993, it was not until 2003
that the specialty gained full control over its own
training programmes, exams, and entry require-
ments. Most of the book is concerned with
detaileddescriptionsofindividualbattleslostand
won in this long process. In the latter chapters of
the book, Guly goes on to describe the implica-
tions for the specialty of changes in pathology,
work patterns, and medical practice over the last
thirty years. In particular, he singles out the
expanding role of the A&E in primary care,
increased acuity of medical problems, a relative
decrease in trauma, limited availability of GPs
out of hours, and an aging population.
As Guly himself points out, his book has a
narrow focus. It does not set out to examine the
progressofthespecialtyinothercountries,noris
it intended to address the larger questions of
relations between health care demand, demo-
graphics, economics, technologies, etc. It is not
intended as a social history of A&E, nor as a
theorization of disciplinary formation. Rather, it
is an internalist history dealing specifically with
‘‘the battle to get the specialty recognized’’ (p.
xiii). As such, it is a careful documentation of
precisely that. It should be of interest to prac-
titioners within the specialty of A&E, and of
value to those involved in research on emer-
gency medicine, the NHS, and the development
of disciplines in general.
John Tercier,
Lancaster University
Thomas Schlich and Ulrich Tröhler (eds),
The risks of medical innovation: risk perception
and assessment in historical context, Routledge
Studies in the Social History of Medicine,
Abingdon and New York, Routledge, 2006,
pp. xv, 291, illus., £80.00 (hardback 0-415-
33481-0).
The footnotes to this book make interesting
historical reading. Most of the references to
innovationaretoworks fromtheearly 1990sand
most of the references to studies of risk are to
books and articles that appeared quite recently.
Innovation studies probably came out of concern
with interest in new technologies and how they
were validated; interest in risk possibly comes
from evidence based medicine. There is a huge
body of work by experts on risk. In recent years,
however, a rich alternative literature has grown
up discussing the ways in which risk has become
restricted to a technical term or defined only
scientifically and thus excludes concerns about
safetyanddangerexpressedbyordinarycitizens.
These issues are helpfully touched on by the
authors in their introduction, which is much
more broad and useful than the common, ritual
recitation of contents. For the most part, the
fifteen essays in The risks of medical innovation
show awareness of these concerns although with
varying degrees of engagement.
Almost all the studies are case histories and
mostarefromthetwentiethcentury.Therangeis
impressive.AfterachapterbyUlrichTro ¨hlerona
number of innovations since 1850 there are
essays on tuberculin, X-rays, radiation, drug
treatment for hypertension, hormones, the pill,
cancer trials, biotechnology and thalidomide.
Four essays in particular took my attention and
for three different reasons. Christian Bonah’s
study of the introduction of BCG vaccine into
France and Germany between the wars is a
splendid account of the role of the expert and
authority in defining risk. What Bonah nicely
shows is how, in quite different ways, statistical,
laboratory and clinical authority were drawn
upon or refuted in different contexts as the
objectivebasisfortheefficacyorotherwiseofthe
vaccine. The strengthofThomas Schlich’s paper
onfracturecareisthatitexploresthecosmologies
of the different authorities who claim to be the
legitimate identifiers of risk. He discusses two
groupsofsurgeons:thosewhopromotedfracture
plating and saw themselves as scientific, and
those who promoted traditional traction and
described surgery as an art. Behind these repre-
sentations, Schlich argues, were defences of two
socialformations:ontheonehandthedemocratic
and on the other the personal and hierarchical.
From this perspective, different accounts of risk
become ultimately incommensurable.
Two papers on apparently dissimilar subjects
explicitly shared a dimension that the rest of the
volume only hints at. Ian Burney’s chapter on
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nineteenth century, and Silke Bellanger and
Aline Steinbrecher’s study of brain death in
Switzerland 1960–2000 might not, at first sight,
seem obvious candidates for twinning. Yet
a moment’s reflection reveals them both to deal
with a state that is a dangerous border zone
where uncertainty can prevail. After the intro-
duction of chloroform anaesthesia, proponents
and opponents argued over the ways in which
perceptions of risk of death when the agent was
used changed the actual risk, since anxiety and
fear were held to be predisposing causes of
chloroform’s effects. In short, they came to
radically different conclusions about the risk of
employing the drug. In Switzerland, in recent
history, doctors tried to establish objective
criteria for brain death to minimize the risk of
removing an organ for transplantation from
someone who might otherwise recover. Gradu-
ally it became apparent that the communication
of risk between medical staff and relatives was
constitutive of the perception of that risk itself.
The interesting question is whether the psy-
chological constitution of objective risk
demonstrated in these two important essays is an
anomaly because of the grey area they deal with
or, in much more subtle ways, is present in all
risk assessment.
Christopher Lawrence,
The Wellcome Centre for the History
of Medicine at UCL
Daniel Callahan and Angela A Wasunna,
Medicine and the market: equity v. choice,
Baltimore, MD, Johns Hopkins University
Press, 2006, pp. x, 320, £23.50, $35.00 (hard-
back 0-8018-8339-3).
The last century witnessed enormous changes
in the context of health care. At the beginning of
the twentieth century the most important health
problems were those associated with the deaths
of infants and children and the consequences of
infectious disease. In the developed world,
these problems have receded, and much more
attention is now devoted to the prevention and
treatment of chronic conditions and the
prolongation of life at older ages. These changes
have placed increasing demands on the capacity
of national health care systems to meet their
users’ expectations, regardless of whether the
systems in question are publicly-funded or
market-led. However, despite this, much atten-
tion continues to be paid to the role which
markets may or may not be able to play in
meeting future health needs.
This book examines the role of markets in the
provision of health care in both developed and
developingcountriesoverthelasthundredyears.
It starts by presenting an overview of the role
played by markets in the development of health
care since the late-eighteenth century, before
proceedingtoofferaseriesofdetailedsurveysof
the relationship between markets and the state in
Canada and the United States, western Europe,
and different parts of Africa, Asia and Latin
America. It then offers a detailed account of how
the pharmaceutical industry helped to promote
market-based approaches to health care, before
attempting to summarize the value of market-
based ideas and seeking to identify the shape of
future trends. Although the authors claim that
their sympathy for market-based ideas increased
during the period in which they were writing this
book, they nevertheless conclude that ‘‘the
market ...has a potential only at the margins
of government-run systems’’ (p. 245).
One of the book’s most important features is
theattentionitpaystotheprovisionofhealthcare
in developing countries. During the 1980s and
1990s, the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund persuaded many of these coun-
tries to introduce market-led reforms, but the
results—asJosephStiglitzhaspointedout—were
rarely encouraging. However,althoughCallahan
and Wasunna recognise that the introduction of
these reforms often led to a deterioration in the
standard of health care in many parts of the
developing world, they also insist that these
countries need to ‘‘find a balance’’ between the
state and the market, and that some degree of
inequality in the health care system may be a
necessary price to pay for the achievement of
economic growth. Unfortunately, however, they
offerrelativelylittleguidanceastohowthisprice
might be calculated.
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Wasunna emphasize the fact that, since one of
them is a philosopher and the other a lawyer,
they are both ‘‘outsiders’’ in relation to many of
the debates with which the book engages, and
this is a source of both strength and weakness.
One of the strengths is that they have clearly
made a substantial effort to master a very wide
range of technical material and make it acces-
sible to other non-experts, and this has enabled
them to provide a highly-accessible introduction
to issues which are both complex and important.
However, they sometimes advertise their out-
sider status a little too loudly, and their infor-
mation is not always entirely accurate. It is
somewhat surprising, for example, to learn that
the National Health Service was introduced in
Britain in 1947 (pp. 32 and 59), and that the
WorldHealth Organisation’sfamousdeclaration
that ‘‘health is ...a state of complete physical,
mental and social well-being’’ was also issued in
the same year (p. 90). The book is also marred—
unnecessarily—by some apparent inconsisten-
cies. Onp. 31,the authorsseem tosuggest thatin
the United Kingdom, the government ‘‘runs the
entire [health care] system’’, before going on to
observe six pages later that ‘‘no country has
a purely-government run system’’.
Despite these criticisms, this is undoubtedly a
useful book for anyone who requires an intro-
duction to the relationship between government
and the market in the provision of health care on
an international basis, and the authors have also
raised some important questions of their own.
Although they would like the United States to
move much closer to a western European model
ofhealthcare,they recognizethatthisisunlikely
to happen in the near future, and they also think
that many European countries are likely to con-
tinuetoexperimentwithmarket-basedreformsin
the hope of controlling medical costs. However,
in the long run they believe that costs can be
contained only if there is a change in values—a
greater emphasis on disease prevention as
opposed to treatment, and a recognition that
perfect health is unattainable.
Bernard Harris,
University of Southampton
Michael Hunter(ed.),RobertBoyle’s‘Heads’
and‘Inquiries’,RobertBoyleProjectOccasional
Papers No. 1, London, Robert Boyle Project,
Birkbeck, University of London, 2005, pp. xvi,
37 (0-9551608-0-4; 978-0-9551608-0-6).
Michael Hunter and Harriet Knight (eds),
Unpublished material relating to Robert Boyle’s
Memoirs for the natural history of human blood,
Robert Boyle Project Occasional Papers No. 2,
London, Robert Boyle Project, Birkbeck, Uni-
versity of London, 2005, pp. xv, 50 (0-9551608-
1-2; 978-0-9551608-1-3). Copies of both books
maybedownloadedasPDFfilesfromtheRobert
Boyle website at www.bbk.ac.uk/boyle.
Michael Hunter has not only published impor-
tant studies on various aspects of Robert Boyle’s
life and works, he also took on the task of catalo-
guing the vast and notoriously jumbled collection
of the Boyle Papers and Letters housed at the
Royal Society of London. Now, he and Harriet
Knight,throughtheongoingRobertBoyleProject,
arepublishingshortcohesivecollectionsofrelated
material from the archive and other manuscript
collections, which will be even more helpful to
those working in Boyle studies and in the history
of early science and medicine more generally.
Robert Boyle’s ‘Heads’ and ‘Inquiries’ illus-
trates well the usefulness of these and future
collections. The papers, comprised of lists of
thingsthatBoyledesiredtoknoweitherbydirect
observation or experimentation, have been col-
lected from the scattered loose sheets that were
incorporated into volumes 10, 18, 22, 25 26, 27,
and36oftheBoylePapersaswellasmanuscripts
intheBritishandBodleianlibraries.Inadditionto
his well-known interests in chemistry and
mechanics, Boyle’s rich research agenda is dis-
played through his queries on a wide range of
topics including electrical bodies, magnetic
phenomena, elasticity, water, light, insects,
tastes, odours, copper, and gems. Of particular
interest to readers of Medical History would be
Boyle’s list of ‘Anatomical Experiments to be
try’d’ and ‘Praeliminary Topicks or Articles of
Inquiry in order to The History of Diseases’.
The latter, previously and erroneously attributed
to John Locke, includes questions about how
diseasesmaydifferbyclimateandtimeofyear,or
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constitution. The anatomical experiments con-
cernthosetobeperformedonthenervesandeyes.
The second collection of papers includes
unpublished manuscript material for
Boyle’s planned second edition of The natural
history of human blood (first edition, 1684).
Although most of the material for this volume is
contained in volume 18 of Boyle’s papers,
HunterandKnighthavebroughttogetherandput
in order the material that is scattered throughout
that volume. In addition, they have included a
list of experiments to be done with blood in John
Locke’s hand that dates from the time he and
Boyle collaborated on this work in the 1660s. In
this collection, one can see Boyle’s ongoing
interest in the chemical analysis of the blood as
well asinvestigationsinto itsspecific weight and
gravity, its possible inflammability, the nature of
its aerial particles, and the effects that would
occur when mixed with various substances. The
volume ends with a detailed table that collates
the main versions of the heads for the History of
human blood compiled by Boyle in the 1660s
and 1680s, the two periods in which he was most
active in this study. In this issue of Medical
History Hunter and Knight discuss the pre-and
post-publication history of Boyle’s studies on
bloodin‘RobertBoyle’sMemoirsforthenatural
history of human blood (1684): print, manuscript
and the impact of Baconianism in seventeenth-
century medical science’.
These first two volumes show great promise
for the overall project. Hunter and Knight are
restoring order to the loose sheets that Boyle
usedtoorganizehisworkandthatwerescattered
among the collection of his papers after his
death. The order that they have given to the
material may not be Boyle’s original order but it
allows one to see an eclectic yet coherent and
methodical programme of experimental
research based on the Baconian model. The
convenient access of these collections via the
Boyle Project web page is a welcome
contribution to the work of Boyle scholars
everywhere.
Rose-Mary Sargent,
Merrimack College
Albrecht Burkardt, Les clients des saints:
maladie et qu^ ete du miracle à travers les proc  es
de canonisation de la premi  ere moitié du XVIIe
si  ecle en France, Collection de l’Ecole Fran-
c ¸aise de Rome, Rome, Ecole Franc ¸aise de
Rome, 2004, pp. viii, 623, d66.00 (paperback
2-7283-0681-8).
This fine study of miracle cures recounted in
selected canonization procedures of early
seventeenth-centuryFranceisamodelofitstype,
the French doctoral th  ese. The work is a slightly
revised version of the thesis completed by the
author at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en
Sciences Sociales in 1998 under the direction of
Dominique Julia, but it also reflects his years of
associationwithscholarsinBerlinand,inItaly,at
the Institut Europe ´en de Florence and the Ecole
Franc ¸aisedeRome.Thustheworkisagenuinely
European rather than strictly French product.
These circumstances may account for a notable
feature of the book: its quiet but sustained chal-
lenge to any view that religiosity of the kind
investigated here can be readily explained by
reference to the longue durée of popular
‘‘mentalities’’. Burkardt explicitly rejects the
view that the phenomena he considers form part
of an unchanging ‘‘religion sans ^ age’’ (p. 9).
Rather, he focuses on the particularities of the
period selected and declares that the subsequent
history of related phenomena, even if extended
onlyintotheperiod1700–1750,ismarkedbyclear
‘‘ruptures’’ (p. 542) rather than by continuities.
As the title indicates, this book is focused on
the experience of the miraculous, as undergone
by the miraculés themselves or observed by
witnesses. With due reserve and caveats, the
author asserts that this lived experience is
accessible through the unique source that forms
the basis for his study: the records of canoni-
zation proceedings held (chiefly) in the Archivio
di Segreto Vaticano. For his study, Burkardt
chose to concentrate on France, whose history in
this regard, he says, has been under-studied in
comparison to that of Italy and Spain. He also
decided to concentrate on the first half of the
seventeenth century, which witnessed what he
calls the ‘‘premi  ere vague’’ of canonizations
accompanying the all-important movement of
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wave’’ rather than the second allowed him to
explore the immediate experience of the faithful
rather than the Church’s subsequent moulding of
miracles and cures to suit particular theological-
political ends.
Burkardt’sworkisdividedintothreeparts.An
initial section sets the stage by introducing his
three key saints—Franc ¸ois de Sales, Marie de
l’Incarnation (Mme Acarie), and J B Gault—as
well as the witnesses, largely constituted of ‘‘un
public de ‘gens de bien’’’. Part Two, entitled
‘Le r  egne du mal’, examines the types of suf-
fering exhibited by the miraculés, the language
they used to describe their ills, the ways they
sought relief, and the support or neglect they
experienced at the hands of family, friends, and
neighbours. The last part considers the different
ways in which sufferers had recourse to the
saints and the unfolding of the miracles them-
selves. An ‘‘Annexe’’ at the book’s end includes
transcriptions of depositions given by three
women and one man to investigators working
between 1628 and 1642. A superb bibliography
details archival and published primary materials
as well as secondary works in French, English,
Italian, and German.
Readers of Medical History will probably be
most immediately attracted to Section 2 of Bur-
kardt’s work, which focuses on the experience
of illness. But the entire study will be of use to
anyone interested in the social context of illness
and medical care in this period or in the always
shifting boundaries between clerical and secular
varietiesofsuccour,consolation,andcure.Atfirst
glance, the author’s principal thesis—that the
peculiar experience of the miraculous evident in
this period resulted from the new spirit and
practices encouraged by the Counter-Reforma-
tion—might seem to be of peripheral interest to
medical historians. But a close reading of the
work,includingthetrenchantconclusioninwhich
Burkardt rapidly surveys changes evident from
his period to the early eighteenth century, yields
riches for the medical as well as the general cul-
turalhistorian.Togivejustoneexample:Burkardt
detects inthemiracle accounts ofthe years 1700–
1750 a marked diminution of the florid language
of suffering and cure from that evident in his
earlier sources. This he ascribes to the ascent,
even among lay people, of a new language of the
‘‘body machine’’ to replace the exuberantly
metaphorized language of the Baroque. Whether
such a finding will be borne out by intensive
research for the later period equalling Burkardt’s
ownremains tobe seen,but the utilityofthiskind
of source, and Burkardt’s style of analysis, for
those interested in the ‘‘body image’’ of pre-
modern Europeans is fully demonstrated.
Burkardt is consistently interesting on the
questionsofhowillness,suffering,andcurewere
differently experienced by women and men,
youngandold,marriedandsingle,richandpoor.
One of his principal arguments is that the
Counter-Reformation, although chiefly aimed at
taming young men, enjoyed its greatest triumphs
withyoungwomen,whoseexperiencesofillness
dominate the miracle accounts studied here. It
may be questioned whether Burkardt’s evidence
suffices to demonstrate the claim that the ills of
these young women were largely psychopatho-
logical and resulted from a crisis of ‘‘sexual
identity’’ engendered by the rigid sexual mores
preachedbyCatholicreformers.Butthecarewith
which Burkardt approaches the issue—situating
it in reference to an extensive and complex
secondary literature, judiciously weighing the
terms of the debate and the reach of his own
material—recommends his work to all readers
concerned with this and related controversies.
Burkardt’sstudyincludesoverfiftygraphsand
pie-charts conveying information such as
‘‘Choice of confessors and their social origins’’
(Figure 14) and ‘‘Frequency of participation in
the sacraments among women’’ (Figure 20).
Readers will value these insofar as they trust
statistics of this sort, but it seems likely that
everyone will regret, as I did, the absence of any
images of Burkardt’s miracle-working saints
giventhat, by hisown account, images played an
essential role in propagating these saintly cults.
Thismatterwaslikelynotthechoiceoftheauthor
but the publisher, and in any event both are to be
applauded for the appearance of this intelligent,
serious, and intensive work of scholarship.
Elizabeth A Williams,
Oklahoma State University
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ponding to sexual disease in early modern
Europe, Toronto, Centre for Reformation and
Renaissance Studies, 2005, pp. 292, Canadian
$35.00, US $28.00 (paperback 0-7727-2029-0).
In 2005 a member of the House of Commons
described the fact that politicians were no longer
respectedortrustedbythepublicas‘‘apoxonall
our houses’’. Nowadays people using the phrase
usually have no idea about the medical historical
background of this English saying. When
someone wished ‘‘a pox upon someone’’ in early
modern Europe, he knew what he was talking
about. The pox, traditionally thought to be
syphilis, was considered a dreadful and most
frightening disease, infecting men, women and
children alike. But, most important, this disease
was interpreted as an outward sign of internal
moral failure or, more precisely, a sign of the
‘‘sins of the flesh’’ (hence the lyrical title of a
collected volume of essays dealing with the
history of an epidemic known in England also
under the popular name ‘‘French disease’’).
Inrecentyearsscholarshavebecomereluctant
to equate the ‘‘French disease’’ or the ‘‘pox’’
withsyphilis,asmedicalhistoriansarenowmore
awareoftheproblemsofretrospectivediagnosis.
Nevertheless, at least one author in the volume,
which was edited by a young Canadian social
historian, prefers ‘‘syphilis’’ to the historicist
‘‘pox’’, because this term reflects in his opinion
the ‘‘multi-layered textuality of pathology’’.
Jonathan Gil Harris claims that such ‘‘patho-
texts’’ are comparable to medieval palimpsests
in which older knowledge is constantly
reworked, making anachronisms unavoidable.
The only weak ‘‘spot’’ in his fascinating reading
of an early modern text is not making cross-
references to other essays in this volume, for
example, avoiding reference to the scholarly
article by Darin Hayton on Joseph Gr€ unpeck,
one of the first authors to write about the ‘‘new’’
disease.
The lucid introduction to this volume by the
editor Kevin Siena is highly readable. One gets
a good overview of recent research on the
‘‘French disease’’, although books and articles
not written in English hardly appear in the
bibliography. Siena offers in his introduction a
‘‘red thread’’ which enables the reader to read
the essays in a different order to that of the table
of contents.
The volume is divided into three sections. The
first part deals with the scientific and medical
responses. Two authors, Jon Arrizabalaga and
Darin Hayton, study early modern tracts on the
‘‘French disease’’, while David Gentilcore
shows that ‘‘charlatans’’ did not play a great role
in the treatment of the pox in Italy, in contrast to
other countries such as England. The second
part, which holds the largest number of essays,
looks into literary and metaphoric responses.
Jonathan Gil Harris provides a close reading of
the ‘‘spots’’ mentioned in the little known
Elizabethan play, The three ladies of London.
Roze Hentschell shows how the discourse
around the pox contributed to the formation of
the early modern English nation. Diane Cady
explores the use of foreign language in early
modern England as a kind of sexual disease.
Domenico Zanr  e looks into the representations
of the ‘‘mal francese’’ in sixteenth-century Ita-
lian literature. The third part contains three
essays dealing with institutional and policing
responses. Laura J McGough explains why the
Venetian authorities locked up beautiful women.
Studying the hunting down of ‘‘sodomites’’ in
late-Renaissance Lucca,MaryHewlettdiscovers
a ‘‘French connection’’ between syphilis and
sodomy. Kevin Siena presents the quintessence
of his recent monograph about the treatment of
poor syphilitics in London hospitals in the
period 1550 to 1700.
Reading these essays is highly rewarding,
even if one still feels the need for more
comparative studies in this field.
Robert J€ utte,
Instituts f€ ur Geschichte der Medizin
der Robert Bosch Stiftung, Stuttgart
Sheila Sweetinburgh, The role of the hospi-
tal in medieval England: gift-giving and the
spiritual economy, Dublin, Four Courts Press,
2004, pp. 286, illus., £55.00, d65.00 (hardback
1-85182-794-3).
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English hospital was the patron, not the patient.
Inmates had no regular access to ‘‘professional’’
medicalattention;itwastooexpensiveandmany
of them would have felt no need of it. Even in
establishments that began as leprosaria, the
‘‘patients’’ could be transient guests of high
status, or comfortable corrodiaries who had
made over their property in return for retirement
care, together with priests and choir boys—
rather than the obviously sick and needy.
Financial collapse almost always threatened. To
avert it, many English hospitals underwent a
‘‘makeover’’—intochantries, collegesofpriests,
or almshouses. Through all their metamorphoses
one feature remained, at least for the successful
institutions: they were sources of enhanced
reputation or political advantage for founders,
patrons and benefactors in this life, and of prayer
for their immortal souls in the life to come.
Such, in simplified form, has been the mes-
sage of the best recent historiography of later
medieval English hospitals, which typically
combines panoramic vision with a tight regional
or institutional focus. To this literature can now
be added Sheila Sweetinburgh’s instructive
monograph—despite its broad title, a detailed
local study of hospitals and almshouses in Kent
and especially those of Dover and Sandwich.
The author teases out some broad correlations
between the distribution of charitable founda-
tions and the geography of other religious
houses, of royal, aristocratic and episcopal
power, and of the differing types of local poli-
tical community. But her primary concern is
anthropological:the culturalsignificanceofgifts
to and from hospitals in what she calls ‘‘the
patronage exchange process’’, as expressed
primarily in wills and charters. The overarching
metaphor is that of the spiritual economy. The
theological underpinning of this concept is
never fully elaborated in the book; nor is any-
thing said about the liturgical life of hospitals
in which it would have been exemplified. Yet
the concept is potentially very useful because it
relates hospitals and donors to a larger soterio-
logical web of good works and intercession.
Hospital historians will find much to welcome
in the book. Kent with its proximity to London
and its cross-channel connections was an
excellent choice of area to study. It included a
varietyofimportantestablishments,amongthem
the earliest English hospitals (Lanfranc’s Can-
terbury foundations), the royal hospitals at
Ospringe and Dover, and a revealing array of
other civic, episcopal, and monastic charities.
Archaeology apart, the evidence for them is
relatively abundant, but has not been systema-
tically studied. In the author’s hands, especially
as her survey moves into the fifteenth century,
the Kentish material conveys a real sense of how
hospitals and locality interacted: what such
houses could mean for contemporaries of all
kinds, from the powerful to the indigent, in
rapidly changing economic circumstances.
Despitetheseadvantages,thebook’simpactis
blunted by its layout, which, in moving uneasily
fromthegrandtothespecific,deferstoolongthe
best evidence upon which the author’s own
observations and arguments are based. The
author approaches Kent by way of a general
historiographical surveythat fails to engage with
the most detailed institutional studies now
available: Carole Rawcliffe’s monograph of
1999 on St Giles’s Hospital, Norwich (though
this is briefly cited later on), and John A A
Goodall’s equally weighty and suggestive
accountoftheEwelmealmshouse(2001),absent
from the present book’s bibliography. The
author then moves to the medium scale and tours
the hospitals of Warwickshire and Worcester-
shire, very largely on the basis of the relevant
volumes of the Victoria County History—thus
not yielding many new results, and probably (as
current work by Max Satchell suggests) under-
estimating the number of rural hospitals. Neither
at this stage nor inthe subsequent introduction to
the Kentish chapters is there any proper justi-
fication of this choice of counties, or indeed of
eitherthespecificbenefitsofaregionalapproach
or what should constitute a region for purposes
of investigation: why the county should be the
unit of analysis, rather than the diocese, major
lordship, or economic area.
An imbalance between general and particular
remains evident in the final, major, chapters on
DoverandSandwich.Detailsoftheevidenceand
many of the author’s most telling observations
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printed) footnotes that quite often climb almost
half way up the page. The text meanwhile
operates, sometimes repetitively, at a level of
abstraction that smoothes away local particu-
larity. The eye is constantly required to jump
between text and footnotes to get the most out of
the discussion, so that the book can be taxing to
read. Overall, the concept of the spiritual
economy perhaps becomes a blunt instrument. It
downplays the significance of ambient topo-
graphy, ‘‘earthly’’ economy, and demography in
determining hospitals’ functions and appeal to
benefactors.Andittendstoreifythehospitalasa
unitary participant in the ‘‘spiritual market-
place’’: into a corporation affecting ‘‘a survival
strategy’’ (p. 63), or adopting a ‘‘multi-
functional approach’’ to aid ‘‘viability’’ (p. 96).
These hints of ‘‘management speak’’ may not
be the best way to understand who made
decisions about hospitals and how—under what
constraints. Her testamentary approach means
that the author is most interested in—and her
discussionmostperceptiveon—hospitalsasthey
participated in the late medieval political com-
munity (1450–1540), when will evidence is
richest. Commentary on earlier periods is
significantly weakened by the author’s
definition of charters as early forms of the
will (and thus of a simple equation between
individual intent, record and action), thereby
underestimating the complex legal processes,
or political and social networks, which
prompted moments of record in charter or
cartulary.
Dr Sweetinburgh has given us a significant
addition to the literature of later medieval
charity, to set beside the work of Miri Rubin,
Patricia Cullum, Carole Rawcliffe, Nicholas
Orme and Margaret Webster; but a less
schematic way ofdeploying andconceptualizing
her material might have made her contribution
still more telling.
Peregrine Horden,
Royal Holloway University of London
Sethina Watson,
University of York
Jacques Gélis, Les enfants des limbes: mort-
nés et parents dans l’Europe chrétienne, Paris,
Louis Audibert, 2006, pp. 396, illus., d23.00
(paperback 2-84749-068-X).
JacquesGe ´lisexamineshowsomeparentsand
relatives responded to children born dead,
without the benefit of baptism. According to the
author, early modern Europeans could resign
themselves to the physical death of a child, but
weretormentedbythoughtsofitsspiritualdeath;
an unbaptized child was forbidden burial in
consecratedground,andwouldremainforeverin
a state of limbo. Hoping for a miracle, relatives
might take the child to a sanctuaire à répit and
lay its body before a sacred image of the Virgin
while praying for its temporary resurrection and
subsequent baptism. Ge ´lis’s study reveals that
this practice was not uncommon in rural parts of
north-eastern France, as well as in Belgium,
Austria, and Switzerland from the sixteenth
through the eighteenth centuries. Between
1569 and 1593 in Faverney in Haute-Sa^ one
there were, for example, 459 registered cases
of children baptized after their brief return to
life (p. 75). Though religious authorities were
suspicious of the ritual, the Roman Church
did not attempt to suppress it until 1729.
After that the number of sanctuaries diminished,
but some remained active into the twentieth
century.
Drawing on accounts of miraculous resur-
rections recorded by the cure ´s of various sanc-
tuaries, Ge ´lis provides a vivid picture of the
ritual. Those caring for the child’s body fre-
quently travelled long distances on foot to a
reputed sanctuary. The corpse they then laid
before the sacred statue or painting was
described as rotten, stinking, stiff, or black,
details both affirming its morbidity and enhan-
cing the description of the transformation caused
by the miracle (p. 97). Sometimes the child’s
dead body was taken immediately to the sanc-
tuary, but in other cases it was dug up after days
of burial, with traces of earth left on its frame.
Once at the sanctuary, the parents or relatives
watched the body carefully for any ‘‘signs of
life’’ justifying its baptism. These signs were
remarkably consistent: a rosy hue swept over the
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traces of blood became visible at its nostrils, it
opened and closed its mouth, or moved its arms
ever so slightly.
Forthemostpart,itwasfemalewitnesseswho
determined whether or not the child had mira-
culously returned to life. They would then
baptize it sous condition, cautiously declaring
‘‘ifyou are alive, Ibaptize you in the name ofthe
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit’’ (p. 121).
Ge ´lis calculates that in Avioth, women from the
region baptized the child 61 per cent of the time,
with 15 per cent of those rites performed by
female midwives (p. 123). These statistics sug-
gest that midwives had an important role to play
in distinguishing between the tenuous states of
life and death, potentially infringing on the
authority of medical men. Male practitioners
could be summoned, however, to evaluate the
condition of a child’s body. At the sanctuary of
Moustiers-Sainte-Marie in Aix-en-Provence,
surgeonswereconsultedinonlytwocases,butin
Pontigny near Auxerre a local surgeon was
regularly called to give his opinion on the
supposed miracles (p. 245). These examples
show medical men and women moving
between religious and medical domains with
no apparent contradiction.
Overall, Ge ´lis presents a convincing account
of this ritual, shedding new light on cultural and
medical practices in early modern Europe. In
order to study the mentalités sustaining the
miracle of répit, the author considers related
issues such as historical understandings of
children and baptism. Les enfants des limbes
offers a sweeping narrative, spanning multiple
countries as well as centuries, even as it attends
to local differences and change over time. Yet
thelengthybookislargelydescriptive,withlittle
overt analysis, though Ge ´lis mentions that the
ritual of répit functioned to promote solidarity
betweenfamiliesandneighbours(p.65).Despite
his obvious mastery of multiple archival hold-
ings, the author tends to cite secondary rather
than primary sources, and sometimes makes
broad statements without providing detailed
evidence, practices capable of frustrating
readers. All the same, Ge ´lis covers the topic
thoroughly, making an important contribution to
scholarship on early modern medicine, family
life, and childhood.
Lianne McTavish,
University of New Brunswick
Linda L Barnes, Needles, herbs, gods and
ghosts: China, healing and the West to 1848,
Cambridge, MA, Harvard University Press,
2005, pp. xiii, 458, illus., £31.95, d42.50,
$42.95 (hardback 0-674-01872-9).
This fascinating book reveals how
western conceptions of religion, race and med-
icine have distorted images of China and its
healing traditions. Linda Barnes has taken an
anthropological approach to show how, from the
medieval period to the mid-nineteenth century,
such radical misconceptions of the Chinese and
their healing traditions arose.
Barnes investigates the representation and
(mis)understanding of the Chinese healing
traditionsinthe Westinitswidestsocial context.
In the process we see not only how great the
distortions were but also how they arose.
Several factors contributed. First of all, those
who mediated China to the West were
educated in the West and firm believers in
western religion, civilization and science, and
came to China not for academic study but for
reasons of religion, trade or politics. Their
observations and evaluations of China and its
healing traditions were subservient to these
primary goals and conditioned by preconcep-
tions of race, religion, morality and medicine.
Another part of the explanation is that a fair
and objective dialogue of equality and
mutual esteem between western and
Chinese scholars was, for various reasons, all
but impossible. Important too were European
concepts of progress and modernity,
developed since the Enlightenment, which
conditioned western observers to see western
culture as superior and Chinese culture and its
healing traditions as primitive. In the encounter
between China and the West, and especially
in the prejudice-driven westernization of
Chinese civilization, Barnes shows us how the
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China.
Her book is divided into five time periods,
each examined under three key themes:
‘‘Racializing Chineseness’’, ‘‘Religionizing the
Chinese’’, and ‘‘Medicalizing the Chinese’’. To
take‘‘racialization’’first:inthemedievalperiod,
Christian geography had made the Mongols and
the Chinese (they were hardly distinguished at
this period) associated with both heaven and
hell, God and demons. From the sixteenth to the
seventeenth century, western observers regarded
the Chinese as ‘‘of our quality’’ and ‘‘almost as
White of Complexion as the People of Europe’’
(p. 79), taking account especially of the high
standard of Chinese civility and manufacturing
skills. However, from the mid-eighteenth cen-
tury to the mid-nineteenth century, white
‘‘Anglo-Saxon’’ people were classified as
racially superior to all other human types. It was
in this period that the Chinese were described as
a distinct race with a particular trait of
dishonesty.
As for ‘‘religionizing’’ the Chinese, it was
based on the principles of Christianity, ignoring
the alternative cosmology which underpins both
Chinese religion and medicine. ‘‘For the Jesuit,
God had taken a single form, in the person of
Jesus ...In contrast, from the Chinese per-
spective, if Heaven and Earth are of a single
substance, then one can encounter the Way of
Heaven, the Dao, in anything from a figurine to
the most mundane reality’’ (p. 62). This cos-
mological difference produced many misun-
derstandings.Geomanticpractice(fengshui)was
condemned as mere superstition by western
observers, who failed to grasp the radically
interconnected nature of the Chinese cosmos.
Fortune telling, exorcism and the search for the
elixir of life were condemned by the Jesuits as
inconsistent with the doctrines of Christianity.
Nor was Chinese medical theory better
understood in the West. The Jesuits felt that Qi,
‘‘the psycho-spiritual-material stuff’’(p.21), was
incompatible with the dualism of Christianity,
which assigned to the body purely material
properties, invoking a separate immaterial soul
to animate it. Chinese body theory (zangfu),
which is more about function, the transmission
and storage of qi activity according to yin-yang
analysis and the Five Phases theory than about
the physical structure of organs, was commonly
seen as merely a primitive, inferior version of
western anatomy. Moxibustion and acupuncture
were interpreted as humorally and anatomically
based surgical interventions, with no acknow-
ledgement of the Chinese theory surrounding
these practices.
Other authors have studied aspects of the
relationship between China and the West. For
example, in Acupuncture, expertise and cross-
cultural medicine (2000), Roberta E Bivins
reveals the distortions and deep misunder-
standings within cross-cultural medicine and
the reasons behind them, and focuses on how
Chinese acupuncture was perceived and prac-
tised in the West from the seventeenth century,
with an emphasis on how the interests of social
groups impacted on and shaped medicine. But
Barnes’s book is much broader in scope,
investigating the whole story of how westerners
imaginedtheChineseandtheirhealingtraditions
from the thirteenth century until 1848.
Furthermore, she highlights the importance of
religion for understanding the fundamental dif-
ferences between the two medical traditions.
Barnes’s approach should not only be an
inspiration to all who seek to take seriously the
interpretative lenses through which western
culture apprehends others; but also stimulate
those interested in comparative history and
philosophy of medicine to appreciate the
philosophical assumptions behind Chinese
medicine as a distinct philosophy radically
different from its western counterpart, not
merely an aspect of Chinese religion,
and hence to understand Chinese medicine
as it was.
Kenny Can Liao,
University of Leeds
Nikolaj Serikoff, Arabic medical manu-
scripts of the Wellcome Library: a descriptive
catalogue of the Hadd  ad collection (WMS
Arabic 401–487), Sir Henry Wellcome Asian
Series, vol. 6, Leiden and Boston, Brill, 2005,
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(hardback 90-04-14798-5).
This is a catalogue of the Hadd  ad Collection,
which forms part of the Arabic manuscript
collection in the Wellcome Library (London).
Purchased in 1986 through Sotheby’s, the
manuscripts once belonged to the library of Dr
Sami Ibrahim Hadd  ad (1890–1957), a well-
known Lebanese physician and historian of
medicine. The eighty-seven codices described
contain more than a hundred texts on various
aspectsof medicineandrelated subjects, ranging
from the thirteenth to the twentieth century, all
written in the Arabic language and script. The
texts are works of the most renowned physicians
of the medieval Islamic period including trans-
lated works of Galen and Hippocrates and
numerous texts by less famous authors, some of
whom are anonymous, which are important by
virtue of their content.
The book is also a revised version of a less
complete on-line edition of the same work,
published on the Wellcome Library’s website
(http://library.wellcome.ac.uk). While the latter
offers rather limited searchability, the printed
publication, enlarged by fourteen appendices,
provides a well-structured analysis of the col-
lection. The addenda consist of numerous
indices, lists, tables and concordances. Some of
the descriptive bibliographical information,
incipits and basmallahs for example, are entirely
listed in Arabic, while indices of personal names
andtitlesarefoundinbothtransliterationandthe
original script. In the last appendix the reader is
presented with a thumbnail index of selected
images from each manuscript, which can then be
viewedindigitalformatfromtheCDenclosedin
the book.
In a chapter on format, the author enlarges on
the codicological descriptions used in the cata-
logue. Amongst terms such as mistara (the trace
of a type of stencil used by the scribe as a tool to
imprintlinesontothepaper)andcatchwords(the
first word of a page written at the bottom of the
previous one) the understanding of which the
author takes for granted, the reader will discover
the pace. This is a concept developed by the
authorandintroducedas‘‘asequenceofrepeated
patterns which facilitate the description and
identification of the hand and the layout of a
whole page’’. Angles and ratios of repetitive
features characteristic of a given Arabic script
sample are measured with respect to the
density of the text, which is calculated from the
number of lines on the page and the number of
linksinaline.Inoneofthenumerousappendices
to this catalogue, brief instructions on how to
calculate the pace can be found, followed by
various pace tables for all eighty-seven manu-
scripts. No evaluation of this measure has
however been produced, which is not
surprising considering the limited number of
texts and the diversity of their origin and
history. Nevertheless, the reader is given the
opportunity to experiment with the method,
which is clearly based on much painstaking
and lengthy work.
As for the description of the manuscripts’
contents, this work is more than just a catalogue.
It deserves to be called a research tool. The very
detailed accounts of single chapters of the texts,
comprehensive summaries of contents, distinc-
tions between a genuine beginning of a workand
the start of the manuscript, together with
reproductions of textual fragments (without
corrections), provide a solid foundation for
investigating the manuscripts in the collection.
In short, the catalogue is a major resource for
medical historians, library professionals, and
other scholars interested in the subject.
Yasmin Faghihi,
Cambridge University Library
Nils P Heeßel, Babylonisch-assyrische
Diagnostik, Alter Orient und Altes Testament,
Band 43, M€ unster, Ugarit-Verlag, 2000, pp. xii,
471, d98.17 (hardback 3-927120-86-3).
JoAnn Scurlock and Burton R Andersen
(translators and commentators), Diagnoses in
Assyrian and Babylonian medicine: ancient
sources, translations, and modern medical
analyses, Urbana and Chicago, University of
Illinois Press, 2005, pp. xxiii, 879, $150.00
(hardback 0-25-02956-9).
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of research which deserves, and will reward,
increased attention by medical historians. Both
books under review are well suited to promoting
this. They both vaunt an excellent command of
primary sources and secondary literature,
offering thorough coverage of the topics studied,
and exhibit high standards of philological
accuracy. They both enshrine substantial
advances in knowledge and understanding of
Mesopotamian medicine, and present them-
selves in a fashion which is accessible to non-
specialists. They deserve to be widely read and
consulted.
Despite the similarity in titles, the two
volumes are very much complementary rather
than overlapping. They approach the ancient
evidence with different questions (the primary
orientation of Heeßel is cultural, that of
Scurlock and Andersen medical), and the
textual corpora which they study are not
conterminous.
Heeßel’s book, originally a Heidelberg PhD
thesis, specifically studies ‘‘diagnostic’’ tablets
(not diagnoses or symptoms on ‘‘therapeutic’’
tablets). The great majority of currently known
diagnostic tablets are manuscripts of a 40 tablet
series known today as the Diagnostic Handbook,
redacted by a Babylonian scholar in the eleventh
centuryBCE. Thiswork, lasteditedinfullbythe
FrenchscholarRene ´ Labatin1951,istheprimary
concern of Heeßel’s book.
After the introduction (chapter 1), the dis-
cussion embraces the structure of the Diagnostic
Handbookanditsdivisionintosub-series(ch.2),
the composition and logic of entries on diag-
nostic tablets (ch. 3), the function of the Diag-
nostic Handbook and its actual use in medical
treatment (ch. 4), and the diachronic develop-
ment of the genre of diagnostic tablets (ch. 5),
with particular attention to the redactorial
activity of Esagil-k n-apli (ch. 5.2). Chapters 6
and 7 are devoted totextual reconstruction. They
list all the manuscripts of the Diagnostic
Handbook known to Heeßel in 2000 (a sizeable
number having been identified by himself), and
present an exemplary edition (comprising score
transliteration, translation and philological
commentary) of tablets 15–33.
Throughout, the discussion skilfully inter-
weaves existing knowledge with new insights.
The introduction of the distinction between
Ursache (cause/reason) and Verursacher (insti-
gator) of a disease, and the observation that
diagnostic tablets are usually concerned with
identifying the latter not the former (ch. 4.1.2),
are especially welcome. One might dissent from
the level of significance accorded in the same
section to the fact that the basic meanings of
verbs used to express affliction by disease (‘‘to
strike, to grasp, to seize, to touch’’ and the like)
imply physical contact: a figurative dimension is
possible, and it is questionable whether disease
was always thought to presuppose physical
contact with a supernatural being (whatever
‘‘physical’’ contact might mean in such a con-
text). But quibbles and philological trivia (dis-
cussed by earlier reviewers) aside, Heeßel’s
book has established itself as the standard work
on diagnostic tablets.
The volume by Scurlock and Andersen (an
Assyriologist and a medical doctor) draws on all
known therapeutic and diagnostic tablets, and to
a lesser extent even other textual genres. The
authors have collected from them all the
symptoms, diagnoses and prognoses, and
arranged them in separate chapters according to
the type of disease. Thus, after introductory
discussions of ‘The ancient Mesopotamian
context’ and ‘General health and public health
practices’, the chapter headings resemble those
of a modern medical textbook: infectious dis-
eases, sexually transmitted diseases, genito-
urinary tract diseases, gastrointestinal diseases,
metabolic and nutritional diseases, heartþ
circulatory systemþlungs, eyesþ
earsþnose, skin and hair, bones and joints,
obstetrics and gynaecology, neurology, trauma
and shock, poisons, mental illness, paediatrics,
dental and oral diseases. There are also chapters
on the naming of ancient disease patterns and
prognostics, a general conclusion, and a number
of appendices.
The ancient sources are accompanied by a
detailed commentary which seeks to identify the
conditions described (retrospective diagnosis).
Along the way, a large number of exciting
suggestions are made, for example, that
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(p. 118). The combination of philological and
medical expertise, coupled with the generous
amount of translations, render this volume
outstandingly rich in precious details and
indispensable for anyone interested in Meso-
potamian medicine.
In a work of this size and scope there is
inevitablyroom fordissenting interpretation (the
authors modestly disavow definitiveness on p.
xvii). The cogency of the medical identifications
varies from case to case (for example, the
identificationof‘‘Ifawomangivesbirthand(the
child) rejects its mother’’ as ‘‘autism’’, p. 407, is
dubious). Chapter 19, one of the most innovative
sections of the book, argues for much greater
regularity than previously recognized in the
association of particular deities with particular
types of disease. This is a matter of considerable
importance, calling forcautious evaluation (with
particular attention to exceptions to the patterns)
and serious further research.
Afewminorphilologicalissuesmayberaised.
The new interpretation of the connective particle
-ma proposed for certain contexts on p. xvi is not
proven(cf.thetranslationofpassage6.15,where
the new interpretation is not followed). The
infectious‘‘(dirty)bathwater’’ofpassages2.19//
3.249 is likely to be, more specifically, ‘‘(river)
bathing water’’, on which see pp. 363–5. In
passages6.26and6.27‘‘hassickinsides’’ismore
likely ‘‘is sick internally’’ (GIG as stative not
adjective). Such occasional trivia do not detract
from the enormous value of the book.
Both volumes reviewed here are elegantly
produced, carefully proof-read, and contain
excellent indices. Heeßel’s also includes a bib-
liography of Mesopotamian medicine up to
August 2000, with an update published in the
Journal des Médecines Cunéiformes (see www.
oriental.cam.ac.uk/jmc) vol. 6 (2005). Endnotes
in Scurlock and Andersen’s volume sometimes
repeatthemselvesverbatim,evenonasinglepage
(p. 691, notes 153 and 155), which reduces the
needtohoparound.Forbothvolumes,scholarsin
many disciplines will be deeply thankful.
Martin Worthington,
St John’s College, Cambridge
Penelope Gouk and Helen Hills (eds),
Representing emotions: new connections in the
histories of art, music and medicine, Aldershot,
Ashgate, 2005, pp. 254, illus., £47.50 (hardback
0-7546-3058-7).
This collection of essays is an important
addition to a growing body of emotion histor-
iography. It is a broad and eclectic work,
addressing the articulation and treatment of
affect in western art, music and medicine
between the fourteenth and twentieth centuries.
Yetdespite this diversity itremains coherent as a
collection, being well-ordered, well-edited, and
contemplative about its role in the production of
histories of emotions.
Deriving from a symposium organized by the
editors in 2001, the book is formed of four parts,
entitled ‘Introduction’; ‘Emotion and religious
belief’; ‘Emotions and the body’; and ‘Emotions
and discipline’. In the first part, theories of
emotions are respectively considered by the
editors,byPeterBurke,andbyGrahamRichards.
Gouk and Hills provide a good introduction to
some of the most important issues affecting
historiansofemotiontoday,andtheiressaystands
as a framework for those that follow. Peter
Burke’s question—‘‘Is there a cultural history
ofemotions?’’—isonewhichisaspertinenttoday
as it was when Nietzche raised the issue in 1882
(p. 34). ‘‘Emotionology’’, a culture’s display
codesandrulesusedtoexpress emotion,receives
as much criticism as theatrical metaphors in
Burke’s considered account of the breadth of
emotion perspectives in constructivist and
essentialist historiographies. And Graham
Richards’ contribution reminds us that when we
attempt to put emotions into words (‘‘or words
into emotions’’) we run up against the ‘‘available
verbal categories’’, whether they are ‘‘tradi-
tional’’ or ‘‘psycho-medical’’ in origin (p. 50).
The second part of this volume addresses
emotions and religious beliefs. In his article on
the ‘Spirit of affect in Giotto and Piero’, Michael
Schwartz explores the picturing of human
emotions in late-medieval and early-
Renaissance art. This inspiring piece argues
against the ‘‘rationalistic and atomistic’’
approach to interpreting facial expressions
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individual identifications of affect with the
spiritual, the collective, the ‘‘body-mind’’
(p. 83). Helen Hills deals with emotional
expressions of another sort in her essay on Leon
Battista Alberti and architectural affect. Rightly
pointing out that art historical studies of emotion
privilege painting rather than architecture, Hills
links aesthetics, religion,morals and emotions in
ways that have echoes in classical and early
modern philosophy. Spiritual passion is also a
theme taken up by Dalia Judovitz in her essay on
the work of Georges de la Tour. Problematizing
the language of ‘‘the passions’’ in a way which
has more recently been taken up by other
scholars, Judovitz notes the contrasts between
La Tour’s motivation and that of other, more
considered philosophies. Rene ´ Descartes’ focus
on reason and the control of the passions is thus
juxtaposed with the prioritizing of spiritual
passions by La Tour, ‘‘as vehicles for engage-
ment with the divine’’ (p. 110). Michael Heyd’s
much-needed account of the emotional signifi-
cance of changing concepts of Original Sin ends
this section of the book. Here the analysis of
Nonconformist ‘‘ego-documents’’ (p. 128) pro-
vides Heyd with access into the narrative con-
struction of emotions in specific contexts.
In the third part of this collection, Christine
Battersby, Marcia Pointon and Christopher
G€ artner examine aspects of emotions and the
bodyinhistory.Eachofthesecontributionsdeals
withthe problemofcontrollingthe body,andthe
(gendered) links between emotion and reason in
historical interpretations of embodied affect.
Eachcontributormanagesthesubjectadmirably,
but Pointon’s work is perhaps most memorable
for its graphic accounts of the ‘Aesthetics of
excess’(p.156)inHogarth’sSigismunda(1759).
Here, Pointon’s richly evocative prose brings
new insights into the commodification of tears
andotherbodilyfluidsasparadoxicalsymbolsof
affective engagement.
A less somatic vision is conjured up by
G€ artner and Gouk in their accounts of the rela-
tionships between music, emotions and the mind
in the eighteenth century. G€ artner’s account
focuses on the relationship between music and
the soul,asarticulated bythe writerJean Jacques
Rousseau and the physician Jean-Joseph
Menuret de Chambaud. This theme is taken up
more forcefully in Gouk’s analysis of music’s
‘Pathological andtherapeuticeffectsonthebody
politic’, in which Gouk unravels the nationa-
listic, medical, philosophical and affective
effects of music in her account of the Edinburgh
physician John Gregory. Ably demonstrating the
importance of music to theories of sensibility in
eighteenth-century culture, Gouk asks why it is
that music has been so ‘‘comprehensively
overlooked by historians’’ (p. 202)? Gouk’s
answer is that this results from a lack of musical
education (and therefore discussion) amongst
the most prominent and studied figures in the
field, including Cullen, Hume and Reid. That
this hasbeen continuedin the presentday—most
notably through the absence (and presumed
irrelevance) of musical training as an aspect of
the scientific enterprise—reminds us how
necessary it is to step outside modern con-
structions of appropriate knowledge in order to
appreciate the complexity of eighteenth-century
medico-scientific beliefs.
Gouk’s essay introduces the final section of
this collection, and she raises themes that are
continued in the contributions by Charles Brot-
man(inhisanalysisofthe‘Rhythmicconception
of music and the emotions’) and by Otniel Dror.
Dror’s ‘Science, amusement and the civilizing
process’ ably demonstrates the emergence
of emotion as an object of laboratory
investigation in the early twentieth century.
Although rather brief, this essay draws together
many of the themes raised above, focusing as it
does on the issues of ‘‘control’’ and ‘‘discipline’’
(mental or bodily); the interplays between
observing and experiencing emotions; between
science and art; and between nature and culture.
Bybringingthereaderintothetwentiethcentury,
Dror’s essay makes us think about the shifting
meanings of emotion as experience and as per-
formanceacrossthebroadsweepoftimecovered
bythiscollection.Italsoremindsushowpresent-
centred can be our own acts of intellectual
and emotive engagement with the past.
Fay Bound Alberti,
University of Lancaster
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icum perforatum L. vom Hexenkraut zum
modernen Arzneimittel, Schweizerischen
Gesellschaft f€ ur Geschichte der Pharmazie,
vol 26, Liebefeld, SGGP/SSHP, 2004, pp. viii,
552, illus., d35.00, Sw Fr 49.00 (paperback
3-9522758-4-0).
Paracelsus called the herb Perforata and
everyone knew what he was talking about. In
popular belief Hypericum perforatum L. (St
John’s Wort) (HP) was the healing, anti-magic
and magic plant received from God, which so
infuriated the devilthathe bitholes intheleaves.
By making a small hole in a sprig and looking
through it, one could observe all the witches
present at a Roman Catholic service. These are a
few tricksfromsagas andlegends Idonotfindin
the book discussed here. However, in his dis-
sertation—accomplished under the supervision
of Professor F Ledermann—the author has
provided an impressive quantity of information
on HP as a medicine in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. In Hippocrates’ work we
find the first written indications on the use of the
plant for sciatica, inflammations and pus for-
mation. Pliny the Elder gave a clear description
of the plant and Dioscorides mentions four
species, the second of which, Askyron, corre-
sponds to the plant discussed here. The herb was
also believed to protect against witches and the
devil, and that is why it was attached to stables
and houses. Hildegard von Bingen could not
appreciate the herb and thought it was of no
importance to medicine. The oil made from the
flowers was listed in the first Pharmacopoeia
Londinensis (1618). Later, the use of the plant
against vesical stones and for the healing of
wounds passed into oblivion until it experienced
a real revival as an antidepressant.
As a natural, healthy, inexpensive and over-
the-counter ‘‘happy pill’’, HP seems the dream
remedy against depression, a kind of vegetable
Prozac. The antidepressant effect of the plant,
which has now been definitively proved, was
indeed the main target of clinical and toxicolo-
gicalresearchandmadeitpossibletoincludeitin
the arsenal of reliable drugs. Tschupp gives an
extensive account of this. He is not an alchemist
who can turn lead into gold and therefore
documents everything thoroughly. The result
of his study is a book full of information on
this miracle plant, complete with many lists
and tables. The etymology, pharmacodynamics,
structure of the active constituants—everything
is dealt with.
The book is mainly oriented towards Swiss
and German publications. Most of the research
has indeed been carried out in Europe. Of the
ninety-one notes on interactions (pp. 410–26)
only six are related to English-speaking
researchers and their names are not included in
the bibliography (Moore, Kliewer, Johne,
Lantz).
In contrast to their Swiss and German col-
leagues, American physicians remain sceptical
about medication with HP. Richard Shelton
(Vanderbilt University) (2001), who carried out
a survey with 200 patients during eight weeks,
found that hypericum extract did not have
a better result than a placebo in major depres-
sion. German clinical research has shown,
however, that the effect of HP preparations is
comparable to that of tricyclic antidepressants in
certain patient groups with minor to moderate
depression. The effect is based on the inhibition
of monoamine oxidase (MAO) and catechol-O-
methyltransferase (COMT). These enzymes are
involved in the catabolism of various neuro-
transmitters, such as dopamine, noradrenaline
and serotonin. However, a serious drawback of
HP medication has come to the fore: an
important shortcoming is its interaction with
other drugs. One of the secondary metabolites,
hyperforin, can activate important liver enzymes
to make toxic substances as unharmful as
possible before they enter the blood circulation.
Theeffect of other drugs, suchascontraceptives,
HIV inhibitors, anticoagulants, anti-epileptics
and chemotherapy, may be decreased or
prevented. Also reported are side-effects such
as stomach irritation, loss of appetite,
tiredness, hypersensitivity to light and allergic
reactions. Due to its MAO-inhibiting property
the use of tyrosine-containing foods is not
recommended.
This book can be wholeheartedly recom-
mended to every physician, pharmacist or
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Book Reviewsphytotherapist who wants to be informed about
this peculiar herb. I am looking forward with
interest to further monographs by Tschupp.
A M G Rutten,
Institute for the History of European
Expansion, University of Leiden
Briony Hudson (ed.), English delftware
drug jars: the collection of the museum of the
Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain,
London and Chicago, Pharmaceutical Press,
2006, pp. 271, 220 colour plates, £95.00
(hardback 0-85369-643-8).
The Royal Pharmaceutical Society holds one
of the largest and finest collections of English
delftwaredrugjarsinBritain,secondinsizeonly
to the holdings of the Thackray Museum in
Leeds. Most of the jars in the collection are
labelled seventeenth and eighteenth century wet
or dry drug jars, in addition to which they hold
several pill tiles, barbers bowls, and simpler pots
and jars. The jars can be seen by visitors to
the Society’s museum at its headquarters in
Lambeth, but before this publication there was
no published guide to its holdings.
The catalogue provides a very detailed and
excellently illustrated account of its contents.
Each drug jar in the collection is illustrated in
colour and the description goes beyond the
normal limits inoffering atranslation ofthe drug
jar’s label and a contemporary description of its
ingredients and applications (mostly from John
Quincy’s 1718 Dispensatory). It is also notable
thatthecatalogueincludesasensibleandconcise
summary of current knowledge about the pro-
duction and design of drug jars by Bill Jackson,
which will be particularly welcome given the
relative rarity of the classic accounts of medical
delftware by GEHoward andR EADrey.Byits
nature, no catalogue can provide the answer to
some of the unanswered questions that surround
these jars—why they were made, who bought
them, and how they relatetochangesinmedicine
andpharmacyinthisperiod—butthisprovidesan
important source for those interested in these
problems, and the quality of the scholarship and
highproductionvaluesmeanitshouldstandasan
essential reference work for historians for a long
time to come.
Patrick Wallis,
London School of Economics
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